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Directions and Guidelines for Completion of Part III 
of the Fifth-Year Interim Report 

 
Part III: The Fifth-Year Compliance Certification 

 
CONDUCTING THE COMPLIANCE REVIEW 

AND DOCUMENTING COMPLIANCE 
 

1. Refer to the Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation of Accreditation for (1) 
conducting the compliance review, (2) documenting compliance, (3) evaluating the 
evidence supporting compliance, and (4) making the case for compliance. 

 
For an electronic version of the Handbook, refer to the Handbook for 
Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation of Accreditation 

 
2. Refer to the Resource Manual for the rationale of the standard, relevant questions, 

required documentation, and information referencing other SACSCOC documents and 
policies.  
 

 

3. Reminders: 
 

• Provide a concise, clear, and complete report. Ensure that documentation is 
appropriate for demonstrating fulfillment of the requirement. Specify actions 
that have been taken and document completion. 

 
• Ensure that your narrative explains the use of the documentation and 

how the documentation supports compliance. 
 

• Provide definitive evidence, not documents that only address the process. 
 

• Specify actions that have been taken and provide documentation that such 
actions have been completed. 

 
• When possible and appropriate, provide samples of evidence of compliance 

rather than all documents pertaining to all activities associated with compliance. 
Sampling should include a representation of programs and services in accord 
with an institution’s mission and should explain the method used for the sample 
selection. 

 
• When a requirement requests that the institution have a policy, provide 

examples of policy implementation. 
 

• Integrate the evaluation and analysis of compliance for all distance and 
correspondence learning programs and off‐site programs and services described 
in Part II of your Report.  Focus particularly on Standards 6.2.b., 6.2.c, 8.2.a., CR 9.1, 
CR 9.2, 10.2, 10.5, 10.6 (a-c), 10.7, CR 12.1, 12.4, 13.6, and 13.7.

http://sacscoc.org/pdf/081705/Handbook%20for%20Institutions%20seeking%20reaffirmation.pdf
http://sacscoc.org/pdf/081705/Handbook%20for%20Institutions%20seeking%20reaffirmation.pdf
http://sacscoc.org/pdf/2018%20POA%20Resource%20Manual.pdf
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• When possible, excerpt passages from text and incorporate the narrative into the 
report instead of sending an entire document. 

 
• Reread the report before submission and eliminate all narrative that is not 

relevant to the focus of the report. 
 

• If electronic documents are submitted, be sure to check the electronic devices 
before mailing to the SACSCOC office to ensure that all intended documents 
are included. It also would be helpful to field test access to the electronic 
documents by individuals unfamiliar with the institution. 
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ADDENDUM 
 

FIFTH‐YEAR INTERIM REPORT SUPPORT 
FOR STANDARD 13.6 (Federal and state 

responsibilities) 
 
 

The institution audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state 
regulations. 

 
What types of documentation, or patterns of evidence, would document compliance 
with the standard? 

 
• Most recent external audit of federal financial aid programs. 
• Most recent external audit of state financial aid programs. 
• If public, documentation from auditor indicating audit schedule and frequency. 
• Recent copies of correspondence received from the U.S. Department of 

Education related to delays in receiving, or not receiving, federal awards audit 
information. 

 
 

The institution is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the 
1998 Higher Education Amendments. 

 
What types of documentation, or patterns of evidence, would document compliance 
with the standard? 

 
• Most recent OMB A-133 financial aid audit report 
• Institutional response to findings in the financial aid audit report 
• Copies of recent correspondence from the U.S. Department of Education 
• Copies of institutional response to U.S. Department of Education 

correspondence 
• Details regarding negotiated settlement agreements for the payoff of any fines 

or monies owed in connection with program or fiscal audits 
• Copies of any reports on compliance from the U.S. Department of Education 
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